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PART II.) Literary education of former times; especially (Chap. xiii.
that of Greece and Rome.
1. We have taken a brief survey of the nature of oral or spoken language, and
of the means derived in different ages and parts of the world to render the tran
itory ideas it communicates permanent, by means of pictures or symbolical signs;
so that what is once spoken may conveniently be copied or written down, and
treasured up for future ages.
2. We will now trace, hastily, the progress of education in Greece and Rome
especially, as the people of those countries were more celebrated than any of the
ancient nations for their literary and scientific acquirements.
3. Among the Greek states, that of Athens was by far the most renowned for
its love of letters and science: and the age of Pericles may be selected as afford
ing the fairest specimen of the manner in which education was conducted. This
era may be regarded as contemporary with the reign of Artaxerxes the First, of
l’ersia, and Alexander the Second, of Macedon, the rebuilding of the temple at

& scº GPA, sº & Qal‘s ºn 3 – 8.5 ſ iſ ºf ºn 4A syruc-19ſ a P-3As
* TA52 Cºp #48.5 ºr 4G of Qaww.o. ºd ś , L3 is at Gu 1 P --ºr
#65 o' A 81 li -agjº & A. & Hºo sºftsou º Lº four Guº 2 is ºw
fiant-uss Asſes Guou: #35 off (8 segå & 14, a 19 so JéQ sº $ tº Lirº ar.;

Jerusalem, under Nehemiah, and the establishment of the decemvirs at Rome.

-a 34-4*7A: 89e arc-AA-A*07 GA -gº up-AA'ſ Gº Gºº,

4. The elementary branches of education were acquired among the Athenians,
sometimes by private instruction, but more generally by public schools. For the
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first five or six years, however, not the smallest effort was made to improve the
mind. The whole of this time was devoted to sports and pastimes, for the pur

pose of giving strength to the body; and these exercices were always continued.
under particular regulations, and constituted a very important part of Athenian
education.

5. The general circle of study among the Greeks comprised the scven liberal
arts of grammar, rhetoric, logic, arithmetic, music, geometry, and astronomy.
The two first were commenced earliest, and occupied by far the greatest attention
of the scholar. They were never permitted to study any language but their own
because they regarded all other nations as barbarians.
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6. The education of Athenian females was, for the most part, very limited.
Those of the middle rank of life were seldom taught anything more than to read,
write, sew, and prepare wool for clothing, and superintend domestic concerns.

Even those of the higher ranks, who were educated with the utmost refinement,
besides the general knowledge just mentioned, were only instructed how to take
some part in the public festivals and other religious ceremonies of the country,

such as carrying the sacred baskets on their heads, or Joining the hymns or sacred
dances.

7. There were but few private libraries, and these were scantily supplied.
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Books were rare, and very expensive; Plato gave a hundred minae, or three hun

a-A Taşcº #65.5.

dred and seventy-five pounds for three small treatises by Philolaus.
8. The Romans at first devoted themselves altogether to arms
agriculture,
and paid no attention to the improvement of their native tongue. and
But after their

****, *, *, *. GPA of th ºf G,né G =#s;’ to arº La riſ & r
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Conquest of Greece, they became imbued with the love of its philºsophy, and
rhetºric, and

1955A; figs, Lrºn -agavāa śa cºsol L = raw #&#35th, GºG sud
ultimately made eloquence their chief and favorite study. Their
conquests enabled them to gather the rare and costly works and productions of * Qassé #######19 & Lyr, flºw Hä355 & 2 r is aro; FGevº
all the world into their capital, Rome, and hence their libraries and museums were ******* 80516–aft * -90 L tit-sº so; 5 #5th Go-oos = f'
far more extensive than even Athens could boast.
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9. Still the Greeks were their masters in polite literature, and almost all the
distinguished Roman youth were sent to Athens to complete their education, long Cuſcº à fe;45.
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after that city was a Roman province. Cicero advises all his young friends who
showed a love of study to go to Greece, “that they might drink from fountains uff & sugate, 4 ºf sº, º fiº e i = & a′34 afºgº & s 54, #Q = 7&t
rather than rivulets."
10. Elegance and accomplishments seem to have been the object of attainment -ºud º Aº Q-CŞūuſ ºth -adusV-àssfs an Ast & Säs ºu.-with the Romans as well as Greeks, rather than deep, physical and analytical Lerºia-—#4 of 5 Liº-3.540s rew -m iſ scº. -º a #4 + L 4-#3
science. Rome had no institution for a general course of science, and the mass An AAE ***** age-A-5535 Geº ºf ÅrsA & 5 is ir udsºr sway u
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stock ºf learning she derived from Greece, nor had much been added at any sub
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sequent era till within the last twº centuries.
ii. After the fall of Rome, in the fifth century of the Christian era, the Goths
and vandals held possession of the fairest places of the earth, and the thousand
years of ignorance and barbarism commenced in Europe, called the dark or mid
ăle ages. During this long and awful lethargy of the human mind, many single

* Grºßeº Hejº ºurás-ºſcºe Q sº sº a 21- sºr
uſ tº 0.54 *4 & 5 sºr Gs 7 # 5 ºr 4. Q & waſ $4.5 suff, it iſ as Gr. 5)
sia's sº uſ tº 0.4 sºar as ºut 65–5–4 = +&T war se, SJA rer

individuals of transcendent talents arose at scattered intervals, like single stars || leſs * -º-º- ºops & sºr ÁCŞ.93.5 lb as A # 5 ºr -º/AGA Gar

breaking through the thick gloom of a mid-night storm; but though the light fell || uff ºff.a. iQs tº ej i < j} ºn lºan &#42 ºf gºeira)* ur-Gi- ſº
brightly for a moment, it could not dispel the gross blackness of ignorance and
vice, superstition and hypocrisy, which enveloped the miscalled Christian world. | * a LEGLeon ºf A a 1953 & 4.
12. In the fifteenth century began the revival of letters, and so wonderful was
soon the change in the human mind, that it seemed as though God had, a second
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time, said, “Let there be light, and there was light!" Discoveries in science and

#7 it, sº ºn a $1 b, gºalſ; & Laºso Ás,

the arts were constantly increasing; among the most important may be named
those of paper and clock-making, printing, telescopes, gun-powder, the mariner's
compass; then, too, science established the fact that the earth was a sphere, and

that the planets revolved around the sun.
13. The Reformation, and the scientific discoveries of lord Bacon seem to have
fixed the permanency of knowledge among the human race, nor can we conceive
it possible another period of mental darkness can ever prevail in the Christian
world.

14. Compare the intellectual education of the people of Greece and Rome with

the real, practical and useful knowledge of the nations of Europe, and especially
that possessed by the republicans of the United States of America, and how great
is the contrast! Then the classical or ornamental branches were cultivated in
courts, the speculative or philosophical in schools, but there was nothing for the
citizen, the artist, and the mechanic.
15. Now academics, societies, schools and lyceums are for the common people,
the knowledge flowing around them they are taught to appropriate; and ū. are
awakened their own energies and resources, while they reflect, with increased
lustre, the light in which they are walking.
16. But with all our learning, let us never forget that Christianity is the most
perfect kind of knowledge. It is the Christian religion only which can make us
essentially and permanently useful, good, and contented in this world; and to its
blessed promises alone are we indebted for our hopes of immortal life. In our
study of the Book of Nature, therefore, our thoughts should be constantly elevat
ed to the Source from whence all things material and immaterial have had their
origin; and while we read his
and power in his works, let us bow our
hearts in humble adoration and ſervent love before the God of Nature."

5.

(Translation of the above.)
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MR. POOR’s LETTER TO HIS LATE PUPILs—No. xy.
My You N G FR 1 ENDs,

In my last letter I observed that the problem, relating to the Native in
tellect, had, “within certain limits,” been solved in a manner credita

ble to the national character. This saving clause—“within certain limits,”
is worthy of some special attention. Sentence can be prouounced no fur
ther than the experiment has been carried and the result accurately noted.
It is to be borne in mind

1. That you have been brought but to the threshhold of the temple of
science; and that your appearance at the threshhold is, at best, but an un

certain index to the manner, in which you would be able to acquit your
selves, were you to enter in and attempt to survey and to fathom any of
the great departments of human knowledge. Hitherto you have been con
versant with but the rudiments and first elements of the several sciences,
that have claimed your attention. The heights and depths of them remain to
be explored. The very names of the subdivisions and collateral branches

gºax, is as ºp-e 5,481GPub,9aº-cCŞā ºth, 9°4'4A =Gaºui
ºb op'ssor ºr ea flu is Ger A*Ga**wujud -wºº aqf eſſ" &A

of these sciences would appear but as barbarous terms to you in whatever

§ºurser.& G = 1 ºr a 4-Qa' -- 2*, *a***

2. The encouraging progress you made in your classic course and which
gained for you the favorable judginent to which I have alluded, was made

£g #4 art 1906 & sw.

Qs, souré Gáu-za 4 +/5A's 9As-a-v **** wº siggag-ad
As a $49-ys ºuvAutº Lº-0 Åaula isa ---aſ udais As45.
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language they might be expressed.

under the influence of an artificial stimulus.arising from that very pe
culiar concurrence of circumstances, under which you received your edu
cation. This must in all fairness, modify, in some degree, the opinion that

a row)/5 = ºr(999-#45 tº Lº-L- Fir; Áºr Gä & J & 4, & B Leaf A *m. Å,

might be formed of the national intellect, by what appeared in your case.
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In speaking of this subject to your benefactors and friends in America, it
is an appropriate remark, that the system of education we have hitherto
pursued, is, both in an intellectual and a moral point of view, of the na

sor £55,57s5,945 sº).5 to rà éés A – guil Su also is 3.5G counsraşºjQer
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ture of the hot-house cultivation. To render this allusion plain and perti
nent to those who live in this hot climate, for the sake of illustration, I
may observe, that were the grape vine of Ceylon to be transplanted to a
hot house in New England, it might, by means of an artificial climate and

cultivation, be made to put forth the semblance of the delicious grapes of
this island.-but it is well known that New England is no country for grapes.
The few found there are both dwarfish and sour.

sº sawn so fluidisc 1 -- ºg re-réserrarer Lu-º- tº a GLGAs

3. It remains to be seen what will be the results of the mental culture,

* -º/Gueff is a a so-3.5 Q= 7 air- e-cº so cut ar, Q = ºran sé

and the mental stimulus which you received while under instruction in con
nexion with the Mission. We witnessed with pleasure your progress in
learning; but was a love of learning, and a thirst for knowledge acquired
which will serve you in after life: The pressure under which your progress

cºſ Áº rºw, *--Gut sudmar-ºld so au;Quaffs...w...Qe) + 900-94:.
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was made is now withdrawn; and is your course direct, in the further ac
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quisition of knowledge, or, is it retrograde? If under the pressure of want
you parted with your class books on finishing your course of study, was it

iture, in furtherance of these benevolent designs, ſrom which the Morning
Star originated? What value have you set upon the Publication, either as

that you might, as soon as your means would allow, procure other books,
and such as are more appropriate for qualifying you for higher services in

the means of your own improvement, or of imparting light and knowledge
to your countrymen? What contributions have you made to its pages with
in the three years of its existence? What have you done to extend its cir
culation within the sphere of your influence? And what shall be its ſuture

your several callings? While under instruction, you learnt that man is an
animal,—an intellectual and a moral being. While it is admitted that the

destiny, so far as your own influence is concerned?

wants of our inferior nature are more immediately pressing and imperious,
it is pertinent to inquire, whether it be any part of your monthly or yearly

You will, I am persuaded, bear with me in this Treedom of inquiry; in
asmuch as it is not the pure metal that exclaims against the heat of the

arrangement of expenditures, to make systematic provision for the immor
tal spirit, for the cultivation of the intellect and the improvement of the
heart? What may be the extent of your libraries and what value do you

crucible in the hands of the refiner.

Yours very truly,

Tillipally, 21st December, 1843.

D. Poo R.

place upon the books you possess?

In the “Calcutta Christian Observer” for the month of August, a formal
inquiry is instituted as to “What has become of all the young people who
“have enjoyed the great advantages of the various institutions which have

Galilančušār āşşää.
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“been established expressly for their benefit: that few of them rise above the
“level of their less favored countrymen seems to be an anomaly; especial
“ly when it is remembered that Bengalee youths, when at school, manifest
“an extraordinary degree of mental acuteness, and a great facility ſor mas
“tering the most obtruse subjects.” This is a testimony given respecting
the educated Natives of Bengal, by one deeply interested in their welfare,
and intimately acquainted with the facts of the case of which he testifies.—
1 purpose in some future letter to give a formal reply to the foregoing
question, and show by an induction of particulars what has become of cer
tain classes of young persons, who have enjoyed the advantages of the insti
tutions formed for their benefit. For I have the impression that we Tamuli
ans have some thing to say and to show, on this subject, that will be for
the encouragement of those who are fellow-laborers with us in the cause
of native education. If I understand the state of things in Bengal, compared
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with that on this island, educated natives of all classes here, have. if faith

ful to themselves, a fairer prospect of rendering their literary attainments
immediately available for useful purposes,and of rising to comparative emi
nence in Society than in Bengal. I must not however conceal the fact,
that I have many apprehensions, in common with the writer whose remarks
I have quoted, that there may be grievous disappointments respecting
the recently educated .Natives of India. It is a jealousy for the honor
and reputation of those with whom I have been more immediately connect
ed, that induces me to use great plainness of speech, whenever this topic

a Gaºlº Gum also sui is a sºruſ #4 ºr,

is presented; aad I shall be inuch mistaken, if they do not duly appreciate
my motives and give me ſull credit for a continued interest in their welfare.
I shall close this letter by turning your attention to one of the many tests,
which may assist you in determining the amount of intererest you take in
your own mental improvement, and in the improvement of your fellow

countrymen.
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Paper, the medium through which I nm now addressing you. “A JVews
Paper,” says the last number of the “Friend of India,” that passed through
my hands, “a JVews. Paper is the first intellectual want of civilized
man.” A News-Paper furnishes a greater amount, and a greater variety
of useful information, at a cheaper rate, and in a more convenient form,
than any other publication of human origin. If a man has life and intelli
gence enough to read any thing profitable, he will read a News Paper.
Hence, in all civilized and enlightened countries, the News-Paper may be
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ranked next in order to the Bible and Almanac. In all such countries News

Paper literature is a staple commodity, every where in demand. It is a
fair index to the literary and moral taste of the educated classes, who con
tribute to the pages of the News-Paper, and also to the degree of intelli
gence existing in the community at large. By means of the News-Paper

there is an uncensing interchange of thought and ſeeling, throughout the
country, on all subjects of business and politics, science and literature,
Inorality and religion, and passing events of every description, which are
of common interest.

The “Morning Star” is the first News-Paper published in the Tamil || sº sºlo 2. ~ * * * **a -&#34&# **ś0 s.68.0/53 s a “ GaGoºs
language on the island. It has made more annual revolutions than any
other luminary of its kind in Southern India. It originated in the benevo.
lent wish of the Mission to secure to your benighted countrymen the ad
vantages of a literary News-Paper and to render further assistance to those
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of you, who are beyond the reach of their intmediate influence. To carry
out the benevolent designs of its projectors, the Paper should be ably ed

ited, extensively circulated, and attentively read. But by whom is this

La cºach sº ſº,50 * u, an * * * * * Leº sha,C&oires. 9. §§ur
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three-ſold object to be accomplished in such a land as this, where no “in
tellectual want” of a News-Paper is felt?—and where new channels are
to be opened, and new roads constructed, through which the carriers of
News-Papers may pass? It is obvious that the literary character and repu
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tation of the Morning Star will be, to an important extent, identified with
the literary character and reputation of those for whose welfare it was pri
marily designed, and on whom confident reliance for co-operation was plac
ed. Permit ine then, in view of these remarks, pointedly to inquire, what
you have done, either in the way of personal effort, or of pecuniary expend

-
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On the Christian duty of being anxious about the salvation
of others.
DEAR STAR,

Love, such as was discussed in my last communication, I think, should,
if it is properly exercised, awaken, in the heart of every true and sincere
disciple of the Lord Jesus, a feeling of deep solicitude for the salvation of
others. Of this the apostle Paul was a noble pattern. The love which he
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exercised towards God and his fellow ruined creatures inevitably led him
to the expression, “Brethren, my heart’s desire and prayer to God for

II. Can pity move? pity must move here. You live in a ruined world
-described by God as a world “dead in trespasses and sins”—even all

Israel is that they might be saved.” In the remaining part of the same

dead.—Could you spend an hour in a prison filled with malefactors doomed

chapter, (which learnestly recommend to the perusal, particularly, of those
who are professedly the teachers of Christ's religion) the apostle allows

to die would not the mournful spectacle melt your heart into compassion
and your eyes into tears? A mournful spectacle surrounds you—a dead

their zeal for God and religion; but shows how mistaken it is; he compares

world—millions

the severe terms of justification under the law with the gracious covenant of
the Gospel; he contends that this covenant is offered both to the Jews and
gentiles according to the ancient prophecies; that the apostles, therefore,

hasting to the grave with a sure and steady step, and unless taught of God,

inust needs preach to the gentiles in order to convert them to Chiistianity,
and that the success of their preaching upon both people is agreeable to the

of rational and immortal beings, all lost; all dead; all

all hastening to the death that never dies.—All dead, all doomed to die,

and all as sinners doomed to hell.—It is true, heavenly mercy discloses a
path to life from these regions of spiritual death; but ah! how few regard
these saving dictates' excepting only that happy few.—the high and low,

scripture predictions. It is a wonder, then, that those who possess the

the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men, and the chief

word of God and profess to be “the teachers of the ignorant” and su

captains and the mighty inen, and every bond man and every free man,
and the bridegroom and the bride, and the ancient and the young, are all
dead to God and dead in sin –Can you be yourself a Christian,if you strive.
not to snatch some of the firebrands from these flames? Can you look at a

perstitious, are not anarious about the salvation of the ignorant and su
perstitious millions around them. Because. it is clear that every thing jus
tifies solicitude and condemns indifference. Unconcern about the souls of
others, indifference to their salvation, is a most irrational as well as a

most guilty state of mind. The apostle, considering that “he was not made
for himself only,” and, hence, that “he should have a tender concern for
the happiness of others,” spared no labor “to impart to them” the knowl

edge of the Gospel.
We should also, before we proceed to apply these remarks to the state
of things in this country, notice that it is a circumstance peculiar to the
Gospel of Christ, that the virtues we ure required to practice, namely,

faith, hope, charity, &c. are all of them so inseparably connected with
each other that where there is any one of them, there we may be sure to

find all of them, or where there is any one of them wanting, then will
all be wanting, and therefore, there will be no true religion—no sincere
love and devotedness to the Saviour—and, in short, no Christianity at all.—
From these considerations it becomes clear that the subject of our present
discussion is a quality which should be manifested by every true disciple of

Christ, who professess to be influenced by, and to obey the dictates of a
religion of love. Now to turn directly to the Catechists and teachers—
Are you not professors of this religion of love? Do you, then, in any meas
ure manifest the consequences thereoſ’

Are you anxious about the salva

tion of your fellow ruined and sinful creatures? Can you, if the apostle
Paul were with you, sympathize with him in the anxiety he expressed for

parent or a child, a brother or a sister, a husband or a wiſe, and think this

beloved relation is sinking to eternal death, and not feel anxious to lead
them to the Saviour's ſold?

... III. If love can constrain you to exertion, you must be active.—Can you
iſ truly a Christian, contemplate the costly sacrifice, and nameless agonies
of the Son of God, and yet remain indifferent to the prosperity of the cause
for which he died? Can you behold the Father of eternity resigning the
Son of his love, in compassion to you and to others, and yet be careless
about the conversion of a perishing brother? Did the Son of God sacrifice
so much for your eternal happiness, and should you not anxiously render
to him all the services that you can crowd into a few fleeting mortal days:

Do you believe that the Son of God abode in this vale of misery, this world
of death, for more than thirty mournful years?

Do you believe that here

he encountered every human woe, and all this for you? Do you believe
this, if you feel little concerned about the prosperity of the cause for which

he lived and died?—The tongue may say, “Yes;” but a cold heart and
inactive life more truly answer, “...Vo,” you believe it not; you have but
the shadow of belief.-Do you believe, though sin, death, and perdition
were your righteous doom, that a divine hand has snatched you from the

fire—has woven for you a garland of unſading glory—has prepared for

the salvation of others? Is not the state of things the same at present, as
in the days of the apostles?—Do you not “bear record” to your country

you an everlasting rest beyond the scenes of toilsone life? Can you believe
this and remain inactive: “God forbid” that you should ever act so
base a part—though, alas, it is acted by multitudes.

inen “that they have a zeal of God.”—There is not, I should think, a
single individual in this province, who is to be charged with the awful crime
of denying the existence of a God whom he regards as his Creator, Preser
ver, and his future Judge, and, on this account, who does not seek to

all those who are in any way engaged in the work of the Gospel,

Hoping these lines will, by the blessing of God, be read profitably by
Jaffna, Nov., 18. 1843.

I remain, Dear Star,
A NAT 1 v E PRot Esta N.T.

Yours very truly,

serve him in some way or other.—If this were not the case, we cannot in

any other way account ſor the origin and practice of religious customs and
usages among our countrymen. On the contrary you will find in every
mind, some inclination to serve God. Among the heathen, much of the na
ture and properties of God is known by the light of nature – his infinite pow

(On the attributes of God.]

Gldti i + Laloffeviàºrth.

er, wisdom and goodness are inanifested to the minds and consciences of
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all men—“for God hath shewed it unto them,” partly by imprinting these
notions of himself upon the hearts of all men, and partly by the book of
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creation, in which his glorious attributes are written in large and legible

characters; and among the papists, although their notions have received an
air of Christianity, there remains much of the same blindness and bigotry
as among the heathen—and hence, we see, the one goes to fall down be
fore “wood and stone,” and the other raises his hands in supplication to
the saints.” Thus they manifest a zeal to serve God, but their zeal “is
not according to knowledge.” For they, “becoming rein in their own
imaginations,” and being lost in the most irrational conceptions and false
reasonings, “serve the creature rather than the Creater,” and, thereby
“do not glorify him as God.” Is it not, then, the duty of those who are
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set over them to endeavour to place them in the right way? I shall here
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take the liberty to suggest some motives to pious exertions; for the sub
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stance of which I am indebted to Mr. Pike.
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I. All the obligations you lie under to the God of love should stimulate
your zeal to promote his glory in the salvation of your fallen fellow crea
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tures. Snatched yourself from the burning pit, should you not strive to
snatch others from the flame? Redeeming love has displayed to us a sal
vation precious as the blood poured out by Jesus Christ upon Calvary—
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costly as the wealth of heaven which he resigned—free as the air we
breathe—and lasting as the eternity of God.—Redeeming love has blessed
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us for both worlds—given us wealth for poverty—comfort for misery—
hope for despair—forgiveness instead of condemnation—the love of God in
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stead of eternal separation from him —and heaven instead of hell. But the
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Giver of these mercies bids us communicate the tidings of them to others.
“Let him that heareth say, come.”–Can we be truly influenced by the love
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displayed in the Gospel, if we do not labor and strive to benefit those who

are perishing around us?
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PROSPECTUS
OF THE MORNING STAR FOR 1844.

| In announcing the intention of the supporters of the

ugg(330 Shueil (Bairé. Q& gºth Leoš GaGoy Morning Star to continue its publication through another
year we have only to add, that the paper will be conduct
ob gravāgāś Sãulti-Qatifadir. Qutuq-Gu Lº ed
on the same general plan as heretofore. Its columns
Guðjøl aſ a sºrºroptè usesaloriº Guséputy. will be filled with original and selected articles, on Educa
num's arºsarrá, a ty. Lara Q&cºrº-3-ºlé fěevº 74 tion, Science and Religion, and other subjects of general
15 Sihuel Gégalth, as adjaol-u upgraſsé Gºnel interest, with brief notices of past and passing events. We
shall aim to furnish all classes of our readers with as great

# &#aºrums, sirflušežar aſbA.º. Sagg & Q& a variety of interesting and instructive matter
if Ganto. 4,605uré girraws-SQ&aſaou Quo: patible with the narrow limits of our paper.

as is com
We shall
Guests.ºgº. 93sor&#s darGay-ºffeffé sº-º: | probably have, hereafter, less of selected and more of ori
guarí 50arë gulfi arélécºol-u -ºl Stºll.Sa mu;.24 ginal matter than heretofore. It is also our intention to
enlarge somewhat our News department.
gº ºu()arisolar&aſh stäSá strá305éâGoyth'
It should be understood that the Paper has a two-ſold

arºssguarar as filésar adj9pal(5–3 ºrvº's object, which, in a sense, entitles it to a double claim on the
ASAE 94 grºſºft Garðuo& 4, Ismāsafe,0LTQ945, patronage and support of the public;-viz: To embody in

effairá guarº; 4,40srºarrauty Seº (3.5
drawalés(948 & filás?ar *@*.* Sirga &@#
tºla Gº aruo tº -º-Sº, Sarulomewuly 19&spitä -gºal

ed: gºals are rifluºundé àinian GlobA.º-ºes
Eulº, Jaegº. gagsveć65 are:03.65% “9.

a permanent form the best and least (morally) exception
able specimens of Tamil literature and language the coun
try affords, and to afford a medium of communication with
the native mind for those who feel interested in its im
provement.

We have before stated that the present number of our
subscribers is 750.

these from 100 to 150 are Europe
gå gºat Queña Bašáluòesyl-& aft.p.3G)=n cºa (b. ans or descendants ofOfEuropeans; 250
to 300 are natives

aésairſ ºly Lara sé9arãºpuš Gafé.ºu."

educated to read English; and the remainder are natives

#4.g4 5&gures affarpº Sa ºrcé,0°ugarth. having only a knowledge of Tamil. This statement will
serve to show the comparative claims of these different
as a goséð wºº alom art -gãºwa sañuera classes
on the Editor of the Star to consul their differ
t

prºSaháelº-Vºl-alisair grºsór Qāla C5-6.2.465

ent tastes and wants, in the division and appropriation ºf

a &aara Sršºu(biºlusiaſolar&a suaſi-cºrºña the matter at his disposal. Besides this division, which
eng lººr. G. §s&#656 arrað Qeriºus lituato. refers to the intellectual condition of our readers, there is
another to be regarded, of no less importance, in respect

Qi JGoſſ ſpl.
As ºf; asſº ansourºuésar Gée in. Leſſes. Fée; 5 C5 £º
& résajuº,

sumº warfésuatsiariséQaſrāreth gºsaféansour ºu

to their religious belief.

We have among our readershed:

thens, Mohammedans, Roman Catholics and Protestants,

besides a considerable number, who, we suppose have a
sort of deistical faith. We wish to adapt the matter in
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our columns to the edification of all these;—not to encour

SUMMIARY OF NEWS.
The close of the Year.—The closing year should remind us of the close
of life, to which we all are hastening, and lead us to a serious review of

age them in adhering to an erroneous faith, or to cater to
their vitiated appetites, but to give them that kind of read

our past lives.

ing which we consider best adapted to arouse their minds

purpose have we lived, thus far? Have we regarded the life that we now

to thought and inquiry on practical and religious subjects.
Some of our readers have complained of the uninteresting
character of many articles that have been inserted. Such

iive in the flesh as the infancy of our being—the season of our preparation
for the eternal world—the all-important period that is to give complexion
to our future being and decide our destiny for heaven or hell? Have we

should consider how wide a difference must exist in the

we certain that our happiness would be secure if the characters we now

tastes, dispositions and intellectual capacities of the various
classes enumerated above; and that one person will often

possess should remain unchanged forever? Are our desires and, affections
placed on objects most suitable to our immortal nature and high destiny?

be greatly interested in what another may look at with en

tue and piety?—What sacrifices have we made for the good of our fellow

tire distaste; and that which he is disposed to make a sub

It were well, on this occasion, to ask ourselves, to what

rightly improved it by making the needſal preparation for eternity? Are

Are we ardently pursuing a course of self-improvement in knowledge; vir
men, whom we are commanded to love as ourselves? Do we walk in the

fear of God all the day, and do and say only those things that we think are

ject of complaint, another will be disposed equally to com

pleasing to him? Or, have we cast off fear and restrained prayer, and de

mend. We beg to assure our readers that we shall do the
best that circumstances permit—to please all—to interest
all—and to improve all;-and we shall hope for the con
tinued aid and co-operation of our friends and patrons in
furtherance of our object.

offering to him the incense of pure and acceptable worship? Do we by daily
repentance, faith and good works, shew that we have been renewed in the

We do not think it necessary to state more particular

temper of our minds and that the spirit of God dwelleth in us? Let us re
member that “if any man have not the spirit of Christ he is none of his,”

voted our time and thoughts to pursuits of pleasure and selfish ambition?
Will our Bibles bear witness for us that we have been diligent in the study
of those truths that are able to make us wise unto salvation? Will our past

sabbaths testify, that we have honored God by frequenting his courts, and

ly our arrangements for supplying the columns of the pa
per the coming year, both because the details of our

and that by Him only can we obtain eternal life and glory.

plan are not yet fully decided on, and we wish to leave it

Visit of a U. States Frigate to Colombo —The United States Frigate
Brandywine, Commodore Parker, having on board the Hon. Mr. Cushing,
U. S. Envoy to the court of China, anchored in the Colombo roads on
Friday evening, the 8th inst. The next day, Mr. Cushing and the Com
modore landed under a salute from the Frigate and were received with a
similar honor from the guns of the Fort. The Governor's carriage was in

open to such modifications as circumstances may render
expedient.
The favors of Correspondents will be thankfully received
and those of suitable character will be inserted as far as
our circumscribed limits will allow.

The Agents of the paper are requested to send in their
orders for the next year by the 5th proximo.
Terms of the Paper.
To single subscribers, one shilling a quarter.
To single subscribers by mail, (including postage)—one
shilling sir pence a quarter.
To Agents, who subscribe for ten copies and upwards less
than twenty, and pay in advance, nine pence each, a quarter.
To Agents who receive the same by mail (including pos
tage) one shilling three pence a quarter.
To Agents, for twenty copies and upwards, sir pence each,
a quarter.

To Agents for the same by mail (including postage) one
shilling a quarter.
ADWERTISEMENTS will be inserted at the rate of

one penny and a half a line for the first insertion, and one
penny a line for the second and subsequent insertions, reck
oning the type at Brevier size.

Notices of Deaths and Marriages exceeding in length five
lines, will be chargeable as Advertisements.
CORRESPONDENTS should address their communi

cations to THE Editon of The MoRNING STAR, JAFFNA.

Communications must be post paid to receive attention.
AG ENTS OF THE PAPER.

JAFFNA–The Mission ARies; MANEPY-Mr. J.
Evarts; BATTICOTTA—Mr. W. Volk; WANNAR
PONY–Mr. S. TAMbi AHPILLY; NEGOMBO-Mr. C.
Per ERA; COLOMBO – Mr. P. CANJEMANADER pully;
KANDY —Rev. C. C. Dawson; TRIN COMALIE–
Rev. Geo. Hole; BATTICALOE—Mr. S. A. ALLEGE
coon MU peli Ak; MOOLLITEVO—Mr. A. McFARLAND;
MAl) URA–Rev. R. O. Dwight; DINDIGAL–Rev. J.
J. Law RENCE; NEGAPATAM—Rev. P. BATCHELor;

TRIVANDRUM-J. Roberts, Esq.; MADRAS–P. R.
HUNT, Esq.

COLOMBO.

waiting to conduct them to the Queen's house. Mr. Cushing went on
Monday to Kandy.—The Frigate sailed for Canton on the 20th inst.
CAL CUTTA.

THE BEN GA1. EE SPF cºrator Is DEAD-says the Editor of the
Friend of India. The Conductors have lost a thousand Rupees within

little more than a year, and, though their object was not gain, they have
felt

º prudent to desist from an undertaking which entailed a positive loss

‘On thein.

The object of the Journal was to discuss subjects connected with the

welfare and improvement of the country.

It was conducted with consid

erable ability, the Bengalee style was chaste, and as idiomatic as transla
tions can be rendered, and the English composition did no little credit to
the native Gentlemen who furnished it. Its politics were of a liberal cast.
It looked for support therefore, both pecuniary and editorial, to the numer

ous youths who had received a liberal English education and who were sup
posed to have been thereby raised above the level of the vulgar prejudices,
and to have imbibed that European thirst for knowledge, which increases

with the supply. In both respects, the conductors have been miserably
disappointed. Altho’ there are hundreds of native youths who have re
ceived a liberal education, and are now employed in situations of trust,
influence and profit, both under Government and by private individuals,
they have taken so little interest in this enterprise, and have so complete
ly failed to contribute to it, either by pen or purse, as to allow it to die a nat
ural death.

Some how or other, there seems to be the same disinclination

to progress among those who have been made ſamiliar with the finest mo
dels of European literature,which has characterized the disciples of the Ve
das for twenty centuries, and kept the Hindus in a state of constant inferir
ority. Those youths whose minds have been imbued with the thoughts of
Shakespear, and Milton, and Addison, and Johnson, and enriched with the
study of inental and natural philosophy, seem to have dismissed all desire
for improvement the moment they had gained the prize and obtained a sit

uation. The “Englishman” seems to think that they are above taking a
Journal published both in English and Bengalee, and subscribe only for the

English News-Papers: unhappily he is mistaken. After twenty years’ la
bour in giving English instruction to native youth, and Planting hundreds
of them in situations of ease and comparative affluence, there are not one

hundred and fiſty-five who subscribe to the English newspapers of the Pre
sidency, including the Friend of India. The national and hereditary le
thargy has overpowered their spirit, and improvement is at an end.
It is now twenty-five years since the first News-Paper was published in
India, and the number of Subscribers to all the native Journals little exceeds

fifteen hundred. In no enterprize has so much talent and zeal been en
barked as in that of the Native News. Papers, with so humiliating a result.

The listlessness of this people is absolutely incredible, and appears to be
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incurable iſ any thing could have been supposed capable of breaking up
the sleep of ages, it must have been the spirit-stirring Gazette; yet the na
tion sleeps on as in the days of Vekramaditya. Let us fancy for a moment

51&#1'151##113.41%.

D. Riggs, Averankal; Candon Poodan, Canabeka; H

the same stimulants to have been thrown among the Chinese, and the same

Bushnell; A. D. Eddy; GA ºs ºf Lê fia-- 9ir º:
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strenuous efforts to have been made to inſuse intellectual life and animation
* to them which have been so lavishly employed on the Hindus and how
"itherent would have been the result. We are sorry, very sorry, that the
“Spectator” is dead, both for its own sake and for its influence on ſuture

(5%; -****5-cub ºf 82°42's = < p &is in A āsº-sars
'''“rts, but we are not sorry it is dead before Mr. Gro. Tºompson leaves | *.*@***A*. -ºsos e º L Li Fa'aaS-6 a sº(3-3 3.1416
* cºntry it will serve to open his eyes to the deep lethargy which per | Q+ui,' aſ up.
* des the section of “enlightened natives” whom his eloquence roused for

To Correspondents.

* * into a kind of galvanic action, which has been succeeded by as pro
"und a slumber as that which existed before his arrival.

|

He will now be

The Hymn for Christmas—by our friend F. C. G. is not

destitute

of poetical merit:-but in the croweded state of our columns, we are ob.

*le to comprehend the difficulty of introducing permanent improvement a

liged to decline its publication.

*g a body which shows so few symptoms of vitality.
Robbery ct Calcutta.-The “Hurkaru” states that an extensive rob.
hery of shawls of the value of 20,000 Rupees has recently been committed

an

i" Calcutta. We are happy to learn that the Police have succeeded in dis

•

LI. Bloºr & hit .35.

covering a part of the stolen property, and that other property stolen by the

until it 11&n it.

silºne parties has come to light.—Friend of India.

*team persus Wind —The Hindustan, Captain Redman, which leſt
"adras on the 12th October, was only reported yesterday. She has made

-

otºl-ſpin.af.
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one of the slowest passages on recordſ, having been forty-two days in the
passage. The “Bentinck.” Steamer came up in 3 days.
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LA HOR E.

The Delhi Gazette gives the important intelligence that Rajah Golab
Singh his at length arrived at Lahore, with 20,000 of his well disciplined

*-2 gº -a-. §3, Cefsw a fuža soul flazGaº'e?..."

He

#3 & 4–sues s is s?so *a*.*.*.* iſ LL rºser.& s' dias's, Aºu

mountain soldiers, and has assumed the Government of the Punjab.

2. Gacy-AA's Gaº Qa5 g cut 4.3 cm 4 + · così Qeº20 urs

was at once refused to accede to the pecuniary demands of the refractory

Qudsº-w L m (5th = <r.

troops of Heera Singh. which have been urged with such insolent importu

*ā. 9. Out £ea tºugarfs & arº 5 as grºs ºjºu

nity. and will doubtless put then down by force. Ali the foreign officers

& afé--É saf/5 s/’65uo s"A Su. if A £4 ºr ºf A total aid. 8

including General Ventura are to quit the service.
OVF. R LAND INTELLIGENCE.

i’uºkets by the Overland mail for November, reached Jaffna on Saturday
the 23d instant, having been brought by the Seaforth, which reached Co
lombo, on the 19th instant.

|

In Ireland, a great Repeal meeting had been announced to take place at
or near Clontarf, on Sunday the 8th of October. The day before the meet

*8. He w =9 couc 24 m A &f alsº ºff Leº &er 19,3 Q = • cºaj. Ge
ñā.5, -e, aſ “sº *A*A305& 35L6 Luy-tº-4 ºr ºd śG = 4-4 tº
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u- eſſe Cºun, -ºud-9so a L T = r 8.5 & 2, tº 5...a recº, Guièsº
** -- ***-i-44 s, A €1, a rº, ** = a 2.5 s.s.feeli sã

i g. the Government issued a proclamation ſorbidding the meeting and
fireatening the penalties of the law on all who should attend. Previous to

* is fresh troops had been despatched to Ireland, and extensive military pre cº-fºuca ſte is 5 CŞ(5 on ſt Q = u2.5 s ºf saw soulay-ºf -e ºs-w 2.58
Jºrations had been made in Dublin. to give effect to the proclamation. The | so-u-A.º. 5 (5s iuſ AQL (5s,if 9. Lé A. & sterº, Laºs’s’s
Cominittee of the Repeal association met immediately aſter the proclamation | sir. -a – 190 – A & e Gerr Q = <!-- see Luor se, up, Lew.f450 5*
*Pºeared, and issued a counter manifesto, declaring that as the resolution
-

ºf Government had been so long delayed, it would be impossible to give
the proper notice to the people, but calling upon the Repealers to return
10 their own dwellings and not to run the risk of a collision. Great efforts
"Yere made to prevent the assembling of the people, and messengers were
despatched by Mr. O'Connell to all the towns and villages which were ex
pected to send their contingent to the gathering. On Sunday morning,

however, immense crowds, ignorant of the proceedings of the previous eve
ning, came into Dublin, and the streets were filled with groups anxiously
reading Mr. O'Connell's proclamation. The road to Clontarſ was covered
with troops, and bore the appearance of a campaign, while thousands of
Persons proceeded towards Clontarſ to see the military display and appa
rently intineneed only by feelings of curiosity. Notwithstanding the excite
*ent of the scene, the whole passed off without the least accident or distur
hance, and before dark the people had quietly dispersed, and the troops had
returned to barracks,

Subsequently Mr. O'Connell and several others were indicted on a charge
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Bench on the first day of the ensuing term.
In , Wales, the violent proceedings of the Rebeccaites are continued,
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though with some abatement.—Having destroyed all the toll gates, they
now act as incendiaries, burning ricks of hay and other property of the
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The Revenue returns for the Quarter ending October 10, when compar
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rise, of £240,515; the stamps, £18,886; the taxes, £16,663; the crowu
lands, £7,500: the income tax, £1,743,069; and a decrease in the cus
toºns, of £414,469; and in the Post office, £8,000.
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